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Thank you for downloading ZWCAD 2019 SP1!

Dear Friends,
Not long after ZWCAD 2019 Official was released, we are glad to tell you that ZWCAD 2019
SP1 is also available now! In comparison to ZWCAD 2019 Official, features have been further
optimized, and more new commands and system variables have been added in this version.
And more remarkably, efficiency has been notably improved, which makes it “the fastest
version ever”. Now we would like to invite you to take a look at this version.

Yours sincerely,
The ZWCAD Overseas Team

October 2018
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ZWCAD 2019 SP1 Release Note
VERNUM= 2018.10.23(38586)

Overview
ZWCAD 2019 SP1 has the following new features:
New Features

Description

Multifunctional
Grip Menu for
PLINE and HATCH

Edit polylines and hatched area conveniently with multiple
options in Multifunctional Grip Menu.

Full Support of
DWF/DWFx
Underlay

DWF/DWFx Underlay now supports object snap, layer
management, clip, the adjustment of display effect, etc.

Export to DWFx

Drawings can be plotted, published or exported to DWFx
format.

EMF Plotter

EMF Plotter is now available.

What’s more, a number of improvements, together with the performance of stability
and efficiency, API, new commands and system variables, bug fixes, and limitation and
notes, will also be introduced next.
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Stability
The following section describes the stability tests in this release.

Compare with History Versions
The stability of ZWCAD 2019 SP1 is tied up with ZWCAD 2019 Official and ZWCAD
2018 SP2, and has been enhanced obviously compared with other history
versions. Through the automatic testing by monitoring the errors during
Open/Save more than 154,000 comprehensive drawings, the correctly open rate
of ZWCAD 2019 reached 99.84%.

Stability Compared with History Versions
99.84%

100.00%

99.84%

99.84%

99.80%
99.60%
99.40%
99.20%
99.00%
98.80%

The percentage of correctly
opening and saving over
154,000 drawings.

98.58%
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98.00%
97.80%
ZWCAD 2018 SP1

ZWCAD 2018 SP2

ZWCAD 2019

ZWCAD 2019 SP1
Correctly Open/Save Rate

Performance under Continuous and Intensive Usage
Through using ZWCAD continuously and intensively for more than 4 hours
automatically, it is proven that the memory growth rate of ZWCAD 2019 SP1 is
notably lower than ZWCAD 2018 SP2 and ZWCAD 2019, while its operating speed
is higher than the previous version. In a word, ZWCAD 2019 SP1 is faster and
lighter under long-time design work.
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Operating Speed under Continuous and Intensive Usage
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2018 SP2

Efficiency
The following section describes the efficiency tests in this release.

Time Consumed/Second

Efficiency Compared with History Versions
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The performance of efficiency is the most eye-catchy in this release. Compared
with the previous versions ZWCAD 2019 and ZWCAD 2018, the speed of
frequently-used functions such as COPY, MOVE, SCALE, ARRAY, ROTATE,
COPYCLIP/PASTECLIP, layout switch, layer thaw/freeze, layer lock/unlock,
creating numerous circle/rectangle has been evidently accelerated. Although
there is slight decrease in the speed of selecting all entities and delete & undo
repeatedly, the overall performance of efficiency is impressive.
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New Features
The following section describes the new features in this release.

Multifunctional Grip Menu for PLINE and HATCH
Multifunctional Grip Menu for PLINE/2DPOLYLINE and HATCH is now available,
appearing when you hover over the grips of polylines and hatched objects. With
multiple options like Stretch, Add or Remove Vertex, Convert to Arc, Origin Point,
Hatch Angle and Hatch Scale, you are able to edit the polylines and hatched
objects conveniently. What’s more, when editing the grips, you can also switch the
options easily by Ctrl.
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Full Support of DWF/DWFx Underlay
Not only can DWF/DWFx Underlay be attached and displayed, but now it also
supports snapping objects, managing layers, clipping, displaying or hiding
frames, and adjusting display effect, which means that more data, information
and drawing reference can be obtained from DWF/DWFx Underlay.

Export to DWFx
Drawings can now be plotted, published and exported to DWFx format.
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EMF Plotter
The EMF plotter is now available. You can add it by the following steps:
Plot→Plotter Name→Add-A-Plotter→My Computer→Raster File Formats→EMF.
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Improvements
The following section describes the improvements in this release.

Installation and Uninstallation
-

Warning about the Failing installation of Non-core Components

There will be a warning if the installation of non-core components fails. The noncore components of ZWCAD include:
1) Firewall Exception List
2) Softkey Service
3) EPS Printing Driver
4) Dongle Driver
5) VBA Components
6) Vcredist 2005, 2008, 2010
The installation guide will show "Installation Completed" even though the
installation of non-core components fails. At the same time, the warning about
which components have not been successfully installed yet will also be prompted.
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-

Repair Function in the Installation Package

If the installation fails, it is possible that the second try is not successful either
because of the information left in registry or the failing components installation.
Now the Repair function is available to repair and install ZWCAD again.

-

The Integration of Tools for Thoroughly Uninstall and Cleanup

ZwFixIt is integrated with ZwInstallAction.exe which is located in the installation
path (e.g. C:\Program Files\ZWSOFT\ZWCAD 2019). You can clean up the
remaining information of ZWCAD by using ZwInstallAction.exe /clearall or
ZwInstallAction.exe /ca in the cmd with administrator mode to run ZwFixIt.
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Set the Rotation Angle when Doing PASTECLIP
You can now specify the rotation angle when pasting objects. After using
PASTECLIP or CTRL+V to paste an object, say, a line, you can enter “R” and then
the rotation angle, for example, 30°, then the line rotating 30°will be pasted.

Convert Dimension to Text
When editing the dimensions of annotations, the option “Convert Dimension to
Text” has been added to the right-click menu, making it convenient to turn the
dimension values into text.
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Ignore Extension Lines While Snapping
The option “Ignore extension lines” has been added to the “Drafting” tab in the
“Options” dialog box. You can also trigger this option by the system variable
OSOPTIONS. When the drawing objects are densely located, selecting this option
can avoid dimension errors aroused by snapping the endpoints of the extension
lines.

“Open” in File Tab Menu
The “Open” function, which helps you open a new drawing, has been added to the
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right-click menu of File tab.

Select Layout Tab Conveniently
The “Select All” function has been added to the right-click menu of Layout tab to
select all the layout viewports. Besides, you can select multiple Layout tabs or
cancel the selection by Ctrl.

Optional Prompt for File Associate Warning
The option “DWG Files Reassociate With ZWCAD” has been added to
Options->User Preference->Hide Message Dialog Settings, to control whether to
prompt the dialog box of File Associate Warning when starting the program.
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Smart Plot Multi-page PDF
Smart Plot now supports plotting multi-page PDF files simply by ticking “Multiple”
in the dialog box of ZWCAD Smart Plot when executing ZWPLOT command.

Multileaders and Tablestyles in Design Center
Multileaders and Tablestyles have been added to Design Center, enabling you to
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search and access more resources of multileaders and tablestyles stored in your
computer or other computers on your local network.

Adjust Publish Order Easily
The publish order of drawings in the Publish dialog box can be adjusted not only
by dragging and dropping, but also by right-clicking the drawings to select Move
Up or Move Down. After changing the order, the multi-page PDF and DWFx will
also be published in this order.

Improved Property Palette
You can now adjust hatch pattern and dimension style in the Property palette.
Besides, more properties for Table such as alignment, background fill, border
lineweight, border color and text color can also be set in it.
17

Check Details of Image Easily
“Preview” and the option “Details” have been added to the dialog box of Attach
Image, to help you preview the image and check the detailed information of it.
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Maximize ZWCAD in Triple or 4-meter Screen
The ZWCAD program can be maximized in both the triple-screen display and the
4-meter display.

Change Direction of Arc Easily
When drawing Polyline with Arc, the direction of the arc can be changed by Ctrl.

Default Turning-off for “Publish in Background”
“Publish in Background” is turned off by default in the dialog box of Publish.
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Default Display of Hatch While Zooming
Hatch will be displayed by default while zooming.

Limitations without Floating License
A dialog box listing the detailed limitations of functions will be prompted when
not getting a network floating license.
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Scientific Computing in QuickCalc
Scientific computing has been supported in Quick Calculation.

Increased Default Values of PICKBOX and APERTURE
The default values of PICKBOX and APERTURE have been increased from 3 to 5
and from 10 to 20 respectively.
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API
The following section describes the condition of API in this release.
ZRX
22 were added and 43 were fixed as below:
Bug ID

Description
virtual
AcGiImageFileTexture::~AcGiImageFileTexture()
(Newly-added)
AcGiImageFileTexture::AcGiImageFileTexture()
(Newly-added)
AcGiImageFileTexture & operator =(const
AcGiImageFileTexture & texture) (Newly-added)
virtual
bool
operator
AcGiMaterialTexture &
texture) const (Newly-added)

==(const

inline bool operator !=(const AcGiMapper &
mapper)const (Newly-added)
13082

AcGiMapper & operator =(const AcGiMapper &
mapper) (Newly-added)
bool operator==(const AcGiMapper& mapper)
const (Newly-added)
AcGiMarbleTexture & operator =(const
AcGiMarbleTexture & texture) (Newly-added)
Virtual
bool
operator==(constAcGiMaterialTexture &texture)
const (Newly-added)
AcGiMaterialColor(const AcGiMaterialColor &
matColor) (Newly-added)
AcGiMaterialColor & operator =(const
AcGiMaterialColor & matColor) (Newly-added)
bool
operator==(const
AcGiMaterialColor&
matColor)const (Newly-added)
22

AcGiMaterialMap::AcGiMaterialMap(const
AcGiMaterialMap & matMap) (Newly-added)
AcGiMaterialMap
&
operator
=(const
AcGiMaterialMap &matMap) (Newly-added)
bool
operator==(const
matMap) (Newly-added)

AcGiMaterialMap&

AcGiWoodTexture & operator =(const AcGiWood
Texture &texture) (Newly-added)
virtual
bool
operator
==(const
AcGiMaterialTexture &texture) (Newly-added)
virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbLeader::getClosestPointTo(const
AcGePoint3d&,
AcGePoint3d&, Adesk::Boolean = Adesk::kFalse)
const (Newly-added)
5583

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbLeader::getClosestPointTo(const
AcGePoint3d&,
const
AcGeVector3d&,
AcGePoint3d&,Adesk::Boolean =Adesk::kFalse)
const; (Newly-added)

12887

Acad::ErrorStatus
acdbSetReferenced(AcDbObjectId
objId) (Newly-added)

13665

int acdbXStrCase(ACHAR * str); (Newly-added)

5966

virtual ACAD_PORT Acad::ErrorStatus
AcEdInputPointMonitor::monitorInputPoint(const
AcEdInputPoint&
input,AcEdInputPointMonitorResult&
output)

14396

AcGeMatrix3d AcGeMatrix3d::inverse() const;

13345

int acutWcMatch(const ACHAR * string,const
ACHAR *pattern)

14456

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
appContextOpenDocument(const
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ACHAR

*

pszDrawingName)= 0
13899

virtual HRESULT STDMETHODCALLTYPE
IAcadPopupMenu::InsertInMenuBar(VARIANT
index) = 0

13879

virtual HRESULT STDMETHODCALLTYPE
IAcadPopupMenu::put_Name(BSTR bstrName) =
0

9282

virtual HRESULT STDMETHODCALLTYPE
IAcadToolbar::get_TagString(BSTR *bstrTag) = 0

13333

Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDb2dPolyline::insertVertexAt(const
AcDb2dVertex*
pIndexVert,AcDb2dVertex* pNewVertex);

14495

AcGeMatrix3d & AcGeMatrix3d::
setToAlignCoordSys(const
AcGePoint3d&
fromOrigin,
const
AcGeVector3d&
fromXAxis,
const
AcGeVector3d&
fromYAxis, const AcGeVector3d& fromZAxis, const
AcGePoint3d& toOrigin, const AcGeVector3d&
toXAxis,
const
AcGeVector3d&
toYAxis,
const
AcGeVector3d&
toZAxis)

14003

Adesk::Boolean AcGeLinearEnt3d::isOn(const
AcGePlane& plane,const AcGeTol& tol =
AcGeContext::gTol) const

13949

double
AcGeVector3d::angleTo(const
AcGeVector3d&
vec,const AcGeVector3d& refVec) const

5534/6284

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbCurve
::getClosestPointTo(const
AcGePoint3d&
givenPnt, const AcGeVector3d& direction,
AcGePoint3d& pointOnCurve, Adesk::Boolean
extend =Adesk::kFalse) const

13918

static AcRxClass *AcDbObjectReactor::desc()
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13204

AcDbPolygonMesh::AcDbPolygonMesh(AcDb::Pol
yMeshType
pType,Adesk::Int16
mSize,Adesk::Int16
nSize,const
AcGePoint3dArray&
vertices,Adesk::Boolean
mClosed =Adesk::kTrue,Adesk::Boolean nClosed
= Adesk::kTrue)

8162

int acedDragGen(const ads_name ss, const char *
pmt,int cursor, int (*scnf) (ads_point pt,
ads_matrixmt), ads_point p)

10672

int acedGetDist(const ads_point pt, const char *
prompt, ads_real * result)

14680

int acedGrDraw(const ads_point from, const
ads_point to, int color, int hl)

13351\13394

virtual void
AcEditorReactor::endDeepClone(AcDbIdMapping
&
unnamed)

12605\13134

int acedMenuCmd(const ACHAR * str)

11790

int acedRedraw(const ads_name ent, int mode)

6741

void ads_regen()

12396

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcApDocManager ::closeDocument(AcApDocume
nt*
pAcTargetDocument) = 0
virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbObject ::dwgInFields(AcDbDwgFiler* pFiler)

15069

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbObject
::dwgOutFields(AcDbDwgFiler*
pFiler)
const

14172

virtual
HRESULT
IAcadToolbarItem::STDMETHODCALLTYPE
SetBitmaps(BSTR
SmallIconName,BSTR
LargeIconName) =0

13509

double

AcGeLineSeg3d
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::length(double

fromParam,
double toParam, double tol =
AcGeContext::gTol.equalPoint()) const

14255

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbEntity::explode(AcDbVoidPtrArray&
entitySet)
const

14732

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcApDocManager::setCurDocument(AcApDocume
nt* pDoc,
AcAp::DocLockMode unnamed = AcAp::kNone,
bool
activate = false) = 0

14210

Acad::ErrorStatus AcDbTrace::setNormal(const
AcGeVector3d&)

14206

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbPlotSettingsValidatorset::PlotCfgName(AcDb
PlotSettings*
pPlotSet,const
ACHAR
*
plotDeviceName,const
ACHAR * mediaName = NULL) = 0

14211

Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbTrace::setThickness(double)

13132

virtual AcGeVector2d AcDbRasterImageDef::size()
const

13640

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbCurve::getProjectedCurve(const AcGePlane&
unnamed,
const
AcGeVector3d&
projDir,
AcDbCurve*&
projCrv) const

8293

Acad::ErrorStatus
AcDbText::setWidthFactor(double
unnamed)

14533

int acedCommand(int rtype, ... unnamed)

13855

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus AcDbArc::extend
(Adesk::Boolean, AcGePoint3d&)

14436

int acdbEntMake(const struct resbuf * ent)
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13784

Acad::ErrorStatus
setPattern(AcDbHatch::HatchPatternType
patType,
const ACHAR* patName)

13853

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus AcDbLine::extend
(Adesk::Boolean, AcGePoint3d&)

13854

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus AcDbRay::extend
(Adesk::Boolean, AcGePoint3d&)

13911

virtual Acad::ErrorStatus
AcApDocManager::closeDocument(AcApDocumen
t*
pAcTargetDocument) = 0

13693

int acedNEntSelP(const ACHAR * str,ads_name
entres,ads_pointptres,int pickflag,ads_matrix
xformres,struct resbuf ** refstkres)

14487\14974
14429

int acedSSGet(const ACHAR * str,const void *
pt1,const void * pt2,const struct resbuf *
filter,ads_name ss)
static AcRxClass *AcEdUIContext::desc()

.NET
2 were added and 1 was fixed as below:
Bug ID

Description

9723

Database.SaveAs(string,
[MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.U1)] bool,
DwgVersion,
Autodesk.AutoCAD.DatabaseServices.Security
Parameters) (Newly-added)

10525

PaletteSetStyles.Notify (Newly-added)

14372

Application.ShowModalDialog(Form)

VBA
12 were fixed as below:
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Bug ID

Descriptions

14950

Application.GetInterfaceObject Method

14696\14401

ModelSpace.AddHatch Method

14445

Circle .SetXData Method

14343

Utility.AngleFromXAxis Method

14239

SelectionSets.Add Method

13863\13861\13769

Plot.PlotToFile Method

13728

Toolbars.Add Method

13718

SelectionSet. AddItems Method

12757

PopupMenu.AddMenuItem Method

8920

Circle.Update Method

12350

Document.StartUndoMark Method
Document.EndUndoMark Method

LISP
1 was added and 8 were fixed as below:
Bug ID

Descriptions

13771

dos_orderlist (Newly-added)

14755

vl-catch-all-apply

14505

getpoint

14438

setq

14437

vl-cmdf

13921

vlr-object-reactor

13916

dos_getstring

13791

action_tile

13038\12606

ssget
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New Commands
The following section describes the newly-added commands as well as the deleted
commands in this release.
Name

Description
Newly-added Commands

DWFCLIP

DWF Underlay can now be clipped by DWFCLIP.

DWFLAYERS

The Layer Manager of DWF Underlay can now be
opened by DWFLAYERS to manage its layers.

DWFADJUST

Fade, Contrast and Monochrome of the DWF
Underlay can now be set and adjusted by
DWFADJUST.
Deleted Commands

BTESTBLOCK

Open the current block definition in "Test Block
Window" to test dynamic blocks.

BACTION

Add actions to dynamic block definition.

BACTIONTOOL

Add an action to a dynamic block definition.

BCYCLEORDER

Set the cycling order for the grips in a dynamic
block definition.

BPARAMETER

Add the parameter with grips to dynamic block
definition in block editor, to define the custom
properties for dynamic block reference.

BGRIPSET

Create, delete or modify the number of grips
associated with the specified parameter, or restore
the grips to its default position.

BACTIONSET

Create new selection set for the action object, or
modify the selection set associated with the action
object in the dynamic block definition.

BASSOCIATE

Associate an action with a parameter in the
dynamic block definition.

BLOOKUPTABLE

Define, modify or display the lookup table for the
block definition.

BVSTATE
-BVSTATE

Set the visibility state for a dynamic block.
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BVSHOW
-BVSHOW
BVHIDE
-BVHIDE

Show the selected objects in the current visibility
state or in all visibility states in the dynamic block
definition.
Hide the selected objects in the current visibility
state or in all visibility states in the dynamic block
definition.

BAUTHORPALETTE

Display Block Authoring Palettes window, including
the Parameters tab, Actions tab and Parameter Sets
tab.

BAUTHORPALETTECLOSE

Close Block Authoring Palettes window.

BESETTINGS

Set the display settings for the Block Editor, to
change the display color, object, grip, text, etc.
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New System Variables
The following section describes the newly-added system variables as well as the
deleted system variables in this release.
Name

Description
Newly-added System Variables

HPISLANDDETECTIONMO
DE

Control whether island detection is applied to
hatches.

GRIPMULTIFUNCTIONAL

Control whether to turn on or off the
multifunctional grip menu.

WIPEOUTFRAME

Control the display of frames for wipeout entities.

DWFFRAME

Control the display and plot of the DWF underlay
frame.

DWFOSNAP

Control whether to snap the objects in DWF
underlay.

WBLOCKPATH

Custom default export path of wblock.

FILETYPEASSOC

Control whether to check the association of .dwg
files with ZWCAD at startup.

OSOPTIONS

Control whether the endpoints of dimension
extension lines are ignored when snapping objects.
Deleted System Variables

BACTIONCOLOR

Set the display color for the action object in Block
Editor. BYLAYER, BYBLOCK, index color and true
color are all available for the color of action object.

BDEPENDENCYHIGHLIGH
T

Control whether to highlight the object which is
dependent on the selected object.

BGRIPOBJCOLOR

Set the display color for the grip object in Block
Editor. BYLAYER, BYBLOCK, index color and true
color are all available for the color of grip object.

BGRIPOBJSIZE

Set the display size for the grip object in the Block
Editor relative to the screen.

BPARAMETERCOLOR

Set the display color for the parameter in Block
Editor. BYLAYER, BYBLOCK, index color and true
color are all available for the color of parameter.
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BPARAMETERFONT

Set the font for the text of parameters and actions
in Block Editor.

BPARAMETERSIZE

Set the display size for the parameter text in Block
Editor relative to the screen.

BACTIONBARMODE

Set whether to display the action bar or the
separate action symbols.

BPTEXTHORIZONTAL

Set the align orientation for the parameter text in
Block Editor, to decide whether to always display
the text horizontally or align the text with the
dimension line of the parameter.

BVMODE

Control how to display the invisible objects under
the current visibility state in Block Editor.

APSTATE

Indicate whether the WBlock option palette in
Block Editor is on or off.
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Bug Fixes
There are 563 bug fixes in ZWCAD 2019 SP1 from overseas customers. The following
list contains part of them in this release.
Bug ID

Description
Open and Save

13809

open\close: After opening multiple drawings on the
server, it is not smooth to close them.

13443

vpmax\save: After saving the drawing in the maximized
viewport, it is not displayed correctly when opening
again in the viewport.
User Interface

14847

Interface: When opening the attached drawings in the
Ribbon interface, and then switching to the Classic
interface, part of the interface turns white.

13841

CUI: The location of the toolbar in the local cuix file is
stored in the main cuix file.
Design

11285

ADCENTER\TOOLPALETTES: Blocks cannot be dragged
directly from Design Center to Tool Palettes.

14652

Toolpalette: Even if the block in Tool Palettes has been
placed in a specified layer, after being inserted in the
current drawing, it will be reset in the current layer.

14650

Snap mode\ortho mode: Ortho mode does not work
when both snap mode and ortho mode are turned on.
API

14236

VBA: When creating multiple entities using VBA
programs, all the drawing effects cannot be cancelled by
undoing for one time.
Others

Maxmization: In the triple-screen display, ZWCAD
program cannot be maximized in the middle screen.
For the complete list of Bug Fixes, you can visit:
https://zwcad.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/24000032720-what-sfixed-in-zwcad-2019-sp1
11652
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Limitation and Notes
The following section describes some details of limitation and notes in this release.
Bug ID

Description

15004

After changing the drawing's name and saving, relevant
information is not updated in the “Open Drawings” tab in
Design Center.

14750

After dragging the multiline attribute block from Tool Palettes
to the drawing area, and inserting text in in-place editing, the
attribute block cannot be displayed.

14603

Multigripmenu: Multigrip menu fails to function when
pressing “Shift” to active multiple grips at the same time.

7554

Area: The area of crossed and closed entities cannot be
calculated correctly.
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